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     April 9, 2024                    

                

                
            Their trainer Fran was amazing. She was very friendly and very knowledgeable on all things traffic control. She was able to work with everyone to help them understand the material and I learned a great deal in the short time we had her for. I would definitely recommend upskills  and this wonderful trainer to anyone wanting to enter into traffic control.
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            Jason was an amazing trainer, very informative and a great communicator
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     April 7, 2024                    

                

                
            Scott was absolutely amazing, I went in there thinking I made the wrong choice but he made me realise that I made the right choice. I absolutely loved going and learning about traffic. He always explained it in a way I could understand it and he made it fun which is what you need when sitting in a room all day and we all have good laughs along the way.
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            Fran was amazing in teaching the class
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     April 6, 2024                    

                

                
            Training was very thorough and clear to understand, the trainer Jason was an amazing teacher.
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     April 6, 2024                    

                

                
            Today was a fantastic day with Fran from upskill she is a fantastic teacher and explained everything in a way you can understand stand it we did our TMI in Bundaberg big shout out to Fran and keep up the hard work
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     April 6, 2024                    

                

                
            I just would like to say a huge thankyou to Fran for her training today and I would recommend Fran for anyone who wants to get training in traffic controll

Thanks again Fran for today you really are amazing..yours sincerely Colin coffey
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     April 6, 2024                    

                

                
            100% will be recommending Upskills for anyone wanting to do tc/tmi. Fran is an awesome trainer and is bringing her a game to everyone she trains,
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     April 5, 2024                    

                

                
            Completed my courses at APM Gladstone with Scott from Upskills was a pleasure doing the course with him,Thanks in advance.
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     March 30, 2024                    

                

                
            Fran is the best trainer that I've had for any course I would highly recommend her and Upskills Qld...
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     March 26, 2024                    

                

                
            Fran is a fantastic teacher she is considerate and listens to you I would recommend upskills to anyone…
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     March 21, 2024                    

                

                
            Fantastic trainers and would highly recommend  them to anyone
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     March 21, 2024                    

                

                
            Started my traffic control course this week with Fran she is a amazing teacher with the knowledge of being on the job herself before becoming a instructor would definitely recommend Fran as your teacher
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     March 20, 2024                    

                

                
            Had a great experience in learning the ins and outs of being a traffic controller,  Fran is amazing in her prestation of the course. Ian
👍👍👍
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     March 17, 2024                    

                

                
            Just did my TMI refresher course today with Fran today. Can’t thank her enough for today, so helpful and made the day go so well. Also for helping me with any questions I had and for also making the day very informative. Thanks again Fran and Upskills QLD
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     March 13, 2024                    

                

                
            My experience with Upskills QLD was amazing , the Trainers Fran and Jason are really easy going and very professional and they helped me appreciate what traffic controllers do to keep everyone safe and not just stand there holding a sign with so much more involved , thankyou Upskills QLD
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     March 13, 2024                    

                

                
            1000% recommend. These guys are great Jason doesn't get the credit he deserves. He Made learning fun, simple and engaging. Also having anxiety and mental health problems i wasnt looking forward to it at all. But here we are on the last day its great Awesome team with High spirits and great attitudes. Makes you feel really like a part of the team. Thanks again Jase!
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     March 13, 2024                    

                

                
            Shout out to Jase.K, awesome trainer and makes the course fun and easy to understand! Thanks Jase, you LEGEND !
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     March 12, 2024                    

                

                
            Scotty made the course a lot more interesting thanks to His experience and energy. White Card and TC course. The office staff are friendly and great to deal with too
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     March 10, 2024                    

                

                
            I completed the traffic control course with Upskills. It was a great/ enjoyable course. Scotty (trainer) is very approachable and informative. Thanks Scott and Upskills team.
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     March 9, 2024                    

                

                
            One of the better RTO's in the Brisbane area. I travelled from the gold coast to Redcliffe for a training course recommended by numerous collegues. I was impressed with the high teaching standards, including both theory & practical expertise, delivered by Scott and the other staff members.
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     February 29, 2024                    

                

                
            Completed White Card course, TC course, and TMI course. Had two trainers over the four days,  Fran and Scotty. Both trainers were easy to understand , they explained things exytemely well and answered all the questions that students asked. Trainers were very approachable and happy to help students when required. Would happily return to Upskills Qld for future training with Fran and Scotty. Big shout out to Fran and Scotty.
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     February 24, 2024                    

                

                
            Thanks Fran! Top Tier Trainer 👷♂️👏
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     February 11, 2024                    

                

                
            Great training instructor Jason Kassulke, very patient, focused on individuals and I found it very easy to communicate with which made training through the upskills company enjoyable!
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     January 30, 2024                    

                

                
            Myself and two workmates did a traffic management course with Fran at rockhampton this week. This is one of the best I have done for a long time .Fran knows her stuff and enjoys a good banter which made this course very easy to understand..if your looking at doing this course Don't think you could find better 10 out of 10 ... Fran...
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     January 30, 2024                    

                

                
            Just done my TC renewal with Upskills and the corse was really excellent. Fran was my trainer and she was extremely knowledgeable and what questions she couldn't answer she got the answers for rather quickly. Fran made it fun to learn the new regulations and explained things in a way you can understand and retain. Thank you Upskills QLD and a special thanks to Fran
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     January 30, 2024                    

                

                
            Fran was great, the whole class was great. Laid back but very informative and effectively conveyed....never skipped a beat.
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     January 28, 2024                    

                

                
            Just recently refreshed my TMI through Upskills Qld. Fran was my trainer and an absolute legend! Not only did I learn about all the current changes to the TC/TMI industry but the training was done in such a professional way. Fran really knows her stuff! She answered every question I sent her way because she not only puts all her training effort into keeping up to date but she also has plenty of experience on the job and on the road. Can't speak any higher of Fran's down to earth personality and the way she moved through the course. Next time I'm up for a refresher, I will definitely be giving Fran and Upskills QLD a call! Cheers guys.
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            Was an amazing experience and can definitely record going through upskill for any training!!
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     January 18, 2024                    

                

                
            Just completed my TMI course with Scott. Learnt a lot and feel ready to work unlike other places I’ve been that send ya out with no idea. Definitely recommend Upskills
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     December 17, 2023                    

                

                
            Upskills Queensland was the best training I've ever received. They had a trainer named Scotty do my training who had real world experience and ensured that everyone understood the training material he was providing.i had four days of training with them to do my white card My traffic control and my TMI Scotty was my trainer throughout keeping a fluid movement through the courses. I would highly recommend anyone looking to do this sort of training to go with upskills Queensland as they are awesome. They also organized my practical training hours in a quick and prompt way. If I could give this training organization any higher stars I would because they are one stop training organization. You can also get your PPE directly through them so that you are ready to do your training practicals as promptly as possible
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     December 12, 2023                    

                

                
            Great course, with great teachers
Recommend for anyone
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     December 10, 2023                    

                

                
            Excellent trainer
Clear and concise information
Relevant information about the job
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     December 7, 2023                    

                

                
            Done my TMI training here great trainer named Fran very knowledgeable and has the best teaching skills ever very highly recommended
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            No complaints happy with everything
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     December 4, 2023                    

                

                
            Fran is  great very knowledgeable and experienced in her field.
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     November 27, 2023                    

                

                
            I had to do my TMI Refresher course. The fact that I was able to do the course on a Saturday was a big plus. The very experienced John De Graff took us through this course in a very relaxed style. Every person was included and encouraged to participate in working out solutions together. The cost of the course with your Q Leave and medicard cannot be beaten by any other training facility that I have used for my 16 years in traffic control. Comfortable airconditioned facilities. Rusty and Michelle were also supper helpful on the admin side with letting me know everything I needed to get together as my requirements for this course.
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     November 27, 2023                    

                

                
            Very good training provider, had a great day with Fran during our refresher .
Highly recommended
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     November 24, 2023                    

                

                
            Jason and Fran are great trainers, explained everything really well and made it easy to get through. Thoroughly recommend Jase and the team!
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            Highly recommend
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     November 23, 2023                    

                

                
            The kiwi was Fantastic great trainer  thanks
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            The trainer was very good
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     November 23, 2023                    

                

                
            Thank you team Scott and Michelle for the training course. Very informative, clear and engaging. Easy to follow and learn .
All the best
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     November 17, 2023                    

                

                
            Great teachers, good place to be trained
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     November 16, 2023                    

                

                
            Fran did great job.. would recommend her to anyone for training
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     November 14, 2023                    

                

                
            Done my TMI refresher course was very well presented, Fran's a very knowledgeable trainer with real world experience.
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     November 10, 2023                    

                

                
            Great training with Scotty and Jason and staff very helpful recommend
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     November 2, 2023                    

                

                
            Huge shout out to Jace
K at upskills OLD! He was a gem of a man to have as a trainer. He kept me and the rest of the class well-informed of what to expect along with certain scenarios that could potentially happen in the field. He made the class and practical lesson enjoyable while also keeping us on our toes. Thank you so much for the opportunity to learn under you Jace.
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     November 2, 2023                    

                

                
            A massive thanks to Jason K for the thorough TC training. Jase made it a fun learning environment and made sure we were well informed coming up to our assessment. He deserves trainer of the year! Thanks Jase 🤩
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     October 30, 2023                    
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     October 29, 2023                    

                

                
            Very easy to understand and always got help when needed
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     October 27, 2023                    

                

                
            Fran and the team help and make u understand everything and r absolutely amazing people
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     October 16, 2023                    

                

                
            Fran our trainer was excellent. made us aware of changes that need to be implemented. Knows what she is talking about. I actually learned something.
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     October 16, 2023                    

                

                
            Fran and the team were absolutely amazing and a well full of information. I did a renewal course for my level 1 and they certainly made sure to teach you. If you had any questions, they were able to answer them in full and give you information about any new policies and procedures that have been brought in. It was a pleasure to do my renewal course with them.
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     October 10, 2023                    

                

                
            Upskilling is by far passing expectations the trainers were on point full of knowledge and  humanity great week of training. I will most definitely redo or any future study with this company
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     September 28, 2023                    

                

                
            Great teachers very respectful
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     September 16, 2023                    

                

                
            Scott, Fran, Rusty and the entire team @Upskills, I highly recommend. From start process to end, I find the team highly personable while delivering a great program with industry knowledge spliced with laughter and comedy. Can not wait to do my TMI course shortly! Wouldn't go anywhere else.
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     September 14, 2023                    

                

                
            Staff are great and very knowledgeable and are very helpful with the answers
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     September 10, 2023                    

                

                
            did my course with Jason K, his dedication to safety on the job site and commitment to sharing knowledge through personal experience, is top tier. patient teaching method towards everyone in the class made it not only fun, but simple to learn and become habit. not only did i walk into this career path confident, i also know I'm actively keeping my fellow workers and my work site safe. also a mention to the other staff openly answering any questions and helping to equip me with gear, and employment upon finishing the course.
thankyou Jas K and all upskills staff
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     July 29, 2023                    

                

                
            Excellent, I actually learnt at lot in doing my TMI renewal. Thank you Jason K (The trainer)
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     July 13, 2023                    

                

                
            Just had training with Jason on Whitecard, TC, and TMI in Gympie.  Jason is a very knowledgeable trainer.  He turned learning into a fun process. The classroom was always buzzing and happy. If you want to learn from a real expert and have fun while doing it, Jason is your guy!
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     July 13, 2023                    

                

                
            Had a great experience training with Jason, very knowledgeable and involved with the students, would put 6 stars if i could and would recommend
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            Wow just woke af
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     June 29, 2023                    

                

                
            Jayce got me through my TMI course and made sure everything was clear, absolute legend thank you heaps
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     June 23, 2023                    

                

                
            Friendly, knowledgable trainers.
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     June 22, 2023                    

                

                
            Recently did a white card course at Upskills with Jason as the trainer. The training room was set up appropriately and Jason is a good trainer that explains the course in such a way that anyone can understand. Thank you to the whole team for a positive training experience.
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     June 22, 2023                    

                

                
            Massive thanks to Scotty and Michelle for getting us through our White Card and TC Course and sorting us out for our placement - everyone was more than helpful and they made it fun and interesting.

Likewise, Jason and Lou were both equally as great in putting us through our TC Assessment. It was so enjoyable and they made us feel at ease the whole time.

The whole team were amazing - so friendly and helpful and very quick at getting back to any questions or queries. The whole process was so straightforward with them. Definitely recommend!!
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     June 22, 2023                    

                

                
            Myself and my friend completed both the white card course and the TC course with Upskills and I have to say that I couldn’t fault the staff in any way. All of the staff were very accommodating and helpful and never failed to answer our queries and questions. I couldn’t recommend Upskills enough !!!
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            Great
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     June 7, 2023                    

                

                
            Conveyed all information I need to make a decision not sure about parking
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     June 1, 2023                    

                

                
            The course helped me improve my abilities in my job performance. The staff were very helpful and supportive throughout the course.
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     June 1, 2023                    

                

                
            Five stars for Upskills, I have been doing Traffic Control for nearly 6yrs now, went and did my TMI course, Scott my trainer made me feel very comfortable and at easy, the professionalism and information was spot on and I couldn't have ask for anything better Upskills you "rock" and Scott you are "awesome", if you are looking to do a TC course go to UPSKILLS they are the best.
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     May 22, 2023                    

                

                
            Scotto was an absolute champ for my TMI course.
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     May 10, 2023                    

                

                
            Scotty did me TMI training working in prox to traffic 1 and 2 first time I've actually enjoyed it. Cheers bood
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     May 6, 2023                    

                

                
            I did my TC renewal with Scott as my trainer. He did a fantastic job keeping the class engaged. Michelle & Rusty are very helpful getting everyone organized with everything we needed for the course. I Highly recommend this RTO!
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     April 17, 2023                    

                

                
            Excellent service, well presented. The trainer Scott definitely knew his stuff. Michelle was so pleasant & efficient.
Will be sending my crew & myself back for more.
Thanks Upskills Team.
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     April 15, 2023                    

                

                
            A great chief! Jason (Our trainer)
A fabulous functional village after Jason's training courses.
I gained the confidence and knowledge with the correct tools to apply in my workplace.
I now look forward to representing my company out on the field.
Thankyou Jason for keeping your courses interesting, engaging and fun.
You definitely had your work cut out for you with all types of characters to educate and you made us all superstars ready for action!
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     March 25, 2023                    

                

                
            Dear Traffic family, l recently did my Traffic licences renewal at Ukskills / Kippa Ring. The training was excellent and Jason our instructor not only taught us to be good safe Traffic individuals but also how to look after ourselves and our other road users. He showed us its just not a job it's a matter of duty of care to all road users. A great instructor and a successful course. Thankyou Upskills!
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     March 24, 2023                    

                

                
            I highly recommend upskills qld for training. The most friendly and helpful staff out there.
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     March 13, 2023                    

                

                
            Highly recommend training company, I renewed two tickets with Scotty as the trainer, he has an excellent delivery of information. He has experience on the ground as well as the training room, it was an absolute pleasure to be apart of his student group.
Michelle in admin is great to deal with, she will guide you through the admin process, she is quick to reply to any questions.
Thank you Scotty and Michelle for fast tracking me, I really appreciate it.
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     February 27, 2023                    

                

                
            Jason  and Michelle  were aswome  learnt  a lot from  Saturday renewal  class thanks
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     February 24, 2023                    

                

                
            Highly recommended to anyone that’s looking to be certified in TC. Jason the trainer delivered thorough and extensive knowledge, very supportive and engaging through the entire course, couldn’t recommend his training & upskills
any higher 5⭐️
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     February 23, 2023                    

                

                
            Best place iv ever been to! Jason.k is a legend! Best trainer iv met and someone I will always look up to in this industry. HIGHLY recommend! You will not want to leave, I will always remember tircle haha. Best four days ever!!! Thank you everyone!
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     February 22, 2023                    

                

                
            The whole experience and professionalism was awesome. Great feedback on times and dates. It was good to see our Trainer Scott so passionate in what he does. Thoroughly enjoyed the course. Thanks Scott. Great course.
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     February 2, 2023                    

                

                
            Sadly just finished up an absolutely FANTASTIC traffic control course with Jason K, who is an absolute bloody LEGEND of a bloke, made the whole time we were there SUPER entertaining, and was very clear and concise with everything he had to teach, will definitely be highly highly highly recommending this course to all
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     January 24, 2023                    

                

                
            Very friendly and very helpful
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     November 29, 2022                    

                

                
            Really good 👍
Very helpful 👌 ☺️

    
            


        

































        
        
